
Abstract
This study modelled numerically the flow of a fluid (air) and

solid particles (saffron flower) inside a cyclone using the finite
volume method in ANSYS Fluent. The continuous phase was sim-
ulated under steady state condition, as initial condition, using the
Reynolds stress model for turbulence at three constant inlet air
velocities of 1.5 m/s, 2.5 m/s, and 3.5 m/s over the inlet section.
One-way coupling was assumed to govern all numerical analyses.
The fluid phase and particles were treated as continuous medium
(within a Eulerian framework) and discrete phase (within a
Lagrangian framework), respectively. The equations governing
the gas phase included the compressible Navier-Stokes equation
and the conservation of mass equation. The discrete phase equa-
tions included the equations of motion for three different particles,
including petals, stigmas, and anthers. According to the numerical
results, the cyclone separation efficiency was calculated, and the
static pressure and velocity contours were plotted. The results
showed that the computational fluid dynamics-based simulation
can provide an accurate demonstration of the behaviour of the
fluid-solid phase. Accordingly, it can be used to predict the effi-
ciency of stigma separation from petals of saffron using the air-
flow in the cyclone. According to the results, the highest cyclonic
separation efficiency of 89% was achieved at an inlet air velocity
of 3.5 m/s, which was very close to the experimental data.

Introduction
Cyclones are widely used in different industries to control air

pollution and separate solid particles from an airflow. The simple

fabrication process, low operating costs, and flexibility under dif-
ficult conditions have turned cyclones into one of the most impor-
tant pieces of equipment for separating solid particles from an air-
flow (Zhao et al., 2006). Despite the simple geometry of cyclones,
various studies indicated the complexity of rotational flows
formed in this unit (Dias et al., 2008).

The review of the history of cyclones shows that the first
cyclonic separator was patented in 1885 by Finch (Slack et al.,
2000). Stairmand and Lapple conducted pioneering work in this
area and proposed practical design formulas, which are still used
for modelling most industrial cyclones. Attempts made by
Stairmand and Lapple from 1950 to 1990 resulted in the design of
classic cyclones and the development of equations that revealed
the higher efficiency of classic cyclones compared to other
cyclones for different particle diameters and inlet velocities
(Altmeyer et al., 2004). 

Boysan et al. (1982) published the results of the first gas
cyclone modelling. They used the algebraic stress model to calcu-
late six components of Reynolds stress (Ma et al., 2000).

A literature review showed that there are many studies on the
simulation of cyclones. However, Boysan et al. (1982) were
among the pioneers who used the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) to simulate cyclonic separators using Reynolds stress
model (RSM). Slack et al. (2000) applied the RSM and large eddy
simulation (LES) for cyclone modelling on a 3D unstructured grid
and compared the simulation results with those obtained from the
Doppler fuzzy speedometer (Wang et al., 2006).

Wang et al. (2006) developed analytical equations for the
number of effective turns of particles in vortices inside a cyclone
and investigated the factors affecting the cyclone pressure drop.
Their results showed an increase in pressure drop, when the parti-
cle diameter and spray rate increased. Chu et al. (2009) investigat-
ed the CFD methods for Lagrangian particle tracking in dense
medium cyclones (DMCs) (Umucu, 2015). Vince et al. (2014)
optimized DMCs to inject an adequate number of coarser particles
into the cyclone. They found that longer and wider cyclones offer
higher efficiency and higher capacity, respectively.

Xiong et al. (2014) analysed six cyclones with different lay-
outs for the outlet cylinder (vortex finder) both numerically and
experimentally. According to their results, the cyclones with a
conical vortex finder were more efficient than those with a cylin-
drical outlet. Moreover, a lower pressure drop (27%) and higher
efficiency (by 9%) were observed in the cyclone with a slotted
outlet section compared to that with a conical outlet.

Hsiao et al. (2015) investigated the effects of inlet and outlet
sections, and the geometry of the conical section of the cyclone.
According to their results, the performance of the cyclone can be
improved by decreasing the length and increasing the width of the
conical section. In order to achieve greater efficiency, the inlet and
outlet sections should be made, respectively, larger and smaller to
the extent that the pressure drop does not increase. The lack of a
conical section or its replacement with a cylindrical section caused
a decrease in cyclone efficiency.
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Song et al. (2016) investigated the length of the vortex formed
in the cyclone both numerically and experimentally. The results
showed a decrease in the rotational flow in the axial direction
towards the cyclone bottom. In addition, the tangential and axial
velocities gradually reduced in the same direction. Moreover, the
kinetic energy of the flow in the cyclone was applied both radially
and axially, and the energy dissipation caused a reduction in the
flow intensity inside the cyclone. In this regard, an equation was
proposed for the natural vortex length based on the geometry and
intensity of the rotational flow (Li et al., 2016).

Jairo et al. performed a computational fluid dynamics assess-
ment of the effect of different opening configurations on the ther-
mal environment of a facility for coffee wet processing and com-
pared the results (Jairo et al., 2019). 

The literature indicates the importance and application of
numerical modelling of cyclones for the separation of solid parti-
cles from gas flows. For the first time, this study investigates the
numerical modelling of a cyclone to separate saffron stigma from
its petals. The objectives and innovative features of this study are
summarized as follows: i) numerical modelling of a cyclonic sep-
arator to separate saffron stigma from its petals; ii) the investiga-
tion of velocity and pressure fields inside the cyclone at different
inlet air velocities; iii) the calculation of the cyclone efficiency in
the separation of saffron stigma from its petals.

Materials and methods
Today, separators are used to separate agricultural products or

product components, and/or remove impurities. A cyclonic separa-
tor is a piece of equipment for the collection of the finished product
in the processing operation. In this separator, air and materials (saf-
fron flowers) enter the cyclone tangentially from the top, where the
pressure drops and the air creates a vortex in the centre of the

cyclone chamber. The collision of materials (saffron flowers)
against the cyclone wall causes the separation of its components
and the accumulation of an air vortex and lighter materials (saffron
stigma) at the centre, leaving the cyclone from the upper outlet.
The heavier materials (petals) slip on the cyclone wall and leave it
from the lower outlet (Figure 1A).

The geometry of the cyclone and the experimental
setup

The geometry of the cyclone under investigation is presented
in Figure 1B. This study was aimed at investigating the separation
of flower components and the separation efficiency, therefore, also
the conical section of the cyclone was considered. Therefore, it
was assumed that the separation process was completed, when the
particles reached the outlet. A 2D2D cyclone was used in this study
and Eqs. (1-7) were used to obtain the dimensions of different parts
of the cyclone. In these Eqs., Dc represents the cyclone diameter.
Table 1 shows the geometrical dimensions used in this study.

Bc=Dc/4                                                                                     (1) 
De=Dc/2                                                                                    (2)
Hc=Dc/2                                                                                    (3)
Jc=Dc/4                                                                                      (4)
Lc=2*Dc                                                                                     (5)
Sc=Dc/8                                                                                      (6)
Zc=2*Dc                                                                                    (7)

To validate the numerical results of our cyclone simulation
(cyclone efficiency), two prototypes were designed and developed.
The cyclone separation efficiency was measured by performing
various tests. Figure 2 shows the designed device and its compo-
nents for saffron stigma separation. Figure 3A also shows a proto-
type of the saffron stigma separator.

                             Article

Figure 1. A) The schematic structure of the cyclone: 1. Cyclone
inlet (air and solid), 2. Air and light materials outlet, 3. Heavy
fraction outlet. B) The cyclone geometry used in this study.

Figure 2. Design of saffron stigma separation machine in excel-
lent work (Excellent Work?) software (1. Chassis; 2. Fan; 3. Tank;
4. Cyclone separator).
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Table 1. Specifications of the cyclone used in the calculations (cm).

Bc (cm)              Hc (cm)                  Jc (cm)                 Sc (cm)                 Zc (cm)               Lc (cm)                    De (cm)              Dc (cm)

5                                        10                                     5                                    2.5                                  40                                40                                       10                                20
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Meshing geometry
In this study, a relatively unstructured fine grid with 1,033,042

prismatic and tetrahedral cells was used for numerical simulation.
Figure 3B shows the grid used in numerical simulations, which
was created in Gambit. The created mesh was capable of capturing
the details of the flow field well. To reduce computational costs,
instead of using the LES model, the steady-state simulation of the
continuous phase was started with the RSM turbulence model
using the cyclone inlet values as the initial condition.

The inlet air velocities of 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 m/s were used based
on the results from the calculation and measurement of the veloci-
ties of saffron flower components. 

Governing equations
The Euler-Lagrange method was used in ANSYS Fluent

(ANSYS Fluent User’s Guide, Release 17.2. ANSYS Inc., 2016) to
simulate the flow of solid particles in the air. The airflow was
solved as the continuous phase (within the Eulerian framework);
whereas, the dispersed phase was calculated as the distribution of
a large number of particles in the continuous phase (within the
Lagrangian framework). In the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach,
both equations governing the continuous and discrete phases were
solved. In this approach, the continuous phase equations were cou-
pled with discrete phase equations via the mass, momentum, and
energy source terms.

Governing equations in the continuous phase (air)
The governing equations in the continuous phase (air) and the

time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, including the continuous
and momentum balance equations for a viscous incompressible
fluid, are represented by Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively: 

                                                                               
(8) 

                  
(9) 

where represents the Reynolds stress tensor, and

Various turbulence models are available to predict the turbu-
lent rotational flow inside the cyclone, among which the RSM is
the most accurate predictor of velocity, pressure, rotational (turbu-
lent) flow, and efficiency of the cyclone (Shukla et al., 2013; Xu et
al., 2016; Prabhansu et al., 2017). In this simulation, the RSM was
used to predict the fluid (air) behaviour. In the RSM, the transfer
equations were solved for every Reynolds stress term, resulting in
an accurate prediction of the rotational flow pattern, velocity, and
pressure. The transfer equation of the RSM was as follows: 

                                                                                           (10)

mt in Eq. (10) is calculated from Eq. (11): 

                                                                      
(11)

k and ε in Eq. (11) were calculated from Eqs. (12) and (13), respec-
tively: 

                                                                                           (12)

                                                                                           (13)

The constant values in the RSM were  (Shukla et al., 2013).

Dispersed phase model
The flow of solid particles in the continuous phase was inves-

tigated by tracking the particles in the continuous flow. The drag
force, acting on the particles, was investigated separately. The
interactions between the particles and the effects of solid particles
on the gas phase were not considered. The one-way coupling was
assumed in the calculations. Subsequently, the equations govern-
ing the continuous phase were solved first, then also the equations
governing the discrete phase were solved. As a result, the momen-
tum equation governed the solid particles, where particle velocity
variations were calculated based on Newton’s second law of

                             Article

Figure 3. A) Prototype of saffron stigma separator. B)
Computational grid used in numerical simulations.
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motion. The behaviour of particles is described by Eqs. 14 and 15: 

                                                        
(14) 

                                                                      
(15)

fD in Eq. (14) is calculated by Eq. (16).

                                                  
(16)

In this paper, it was assumed that the particles were spherical
with a smooth surface. Therefore, Rep and RD were calculated by
Eqs. 17 and 18, respectively (Zhao et al., 2006).

                                                        
(17) 

                                                            
(18)

Cyclone efficiency
The separation efficiency of solid particles (here, saffron stig-

ma) defined by Eq. (19) was considered the most important param-
eter to control the cyclone performance (Boysan et al., 1982): 

                                                               
(19)

Boundary conditions and numerical model
Air was used as the default fluid in this problem. The air den-

sity and dynamic viscosity in simulations were, respectively, 1.225
kgm–3 and 1.7894×10–5 kgm–1s–1. Assuming the presence of
impermeable cyclone walls and non-slip conditions, the atmo-
spheric pressure was used as the boundary condition at output. A
uniform velocity profile was assumed at the air inlet based on
physical reality and the literature (Zhao et al., 2006; Dias et al.,
2008; Wasilewski et al., 2020). Therefore, different boundary con-
ditions in this simulation, namely velocity, turbulence intensity,
and characteristic length of turbulence, were determined for differ-
ent boundaries. An inlet turbulence intensity of 5% was consid-
ered, and the hydraulic diameter was used as the longitudinal scale
of turbulence. The cyclone was simulated at three inlet air veloci-
ties of 1.5 m/s, 2.5 m/s, and 3.5 m/s. A homogeneous particle dis-
tribution was assumed at the inlet, and the particles were injected
at the same velocity of the fluid. The boundary conditions for the
particles were set to allow the reflection of the solid particles from
the walls and their escape from the vortex finder. The SIMPLE
design was used for pressure–velocity coupling and the first-order

upwind method with greater stability was employed to discretize
all equations. Moreover, a convergence criterion of 10–5 was con-
sidered for the remaining equations, as suggested by Xu et al.
(2016). Three different particles, namely petals, stigmas, and
anthers, were used in the numerical simulation. Table 2 presents
the characteristics of the solid particles including mass, mean
humidity, density, volume, total volume, and equivalent diameter.
The density, volume, and equivalent diameter were calculated
from Eqs. 20-22, respectively. The total volume was obtained by
multiplying the particle volume by the number of particles (petals:
6, stigmas: 3, and anthers: 3). Equation 20 was used from Emadi
and Saiedirad (2011).

                                       

(20)

Volume=m/ρb                                                                           (21)

Deq=(6×Total volume/π)1/3                                               (22)

Assuming that five saffron flowers enter the cyclone at each
stage, Cinlet,i and  were calculated from Eqs. 23 and 24, respectively
(Hinds, 1999). Ainlet represented the inlet section area and was set
at 0.1×0.05 m2 in this study.

                                                            
(23) 

                                                  
(24) 

Table 3 lists the inlet concentration (Cinlet) and the injection
flow rate of particles (min jection) at different inlet velocities.

The steady-state motion of particles was analysed. After defin-
ing the particle characteristics in Table 2, petals, stigmas, and
anthers were injected separately at the cyclone inlet. After adjust-
ing the discrete phase model (DPM) and these three injections, the
flow, turbulence, and Reynolds stress equations were deactivated.
Finally, the boundary conditions of the solid particles were applied
at the boundaries before calculations.

Results

Continuous phase
Figure 4 presents the mean velocity (the modulus of the mean

velocity vector) distribution at different inlet velocities at z=0.4 m
and z=0.6 m obtained from the numerical simulation of the steady-
state equations for the continuous phase (air) with the RSM turbu-

                             Article

Table 2. The characteristics of particles used in numerical simulation.

Particle         m (g)         Mc (Moisture content, %)          True density (g/cm3)        Volume (mm3)       Total volume (mm3)   Deq (mm)

Petal                     0.045                                      47.81                                                    0.728259                                    61.791                                   370.747                            8.91
Anther                 0.0264                                     35.83                                                    1.406335                                    18.772                                    56.317                             4.76
Stigma                 0.0045                                     33.83                                                     0.99664                                      4.515                                     13.546                             2.96
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lence model after convergence of the problem. As clearly seen, the
velocity at z=0.4 m, which was closer to the cyclone inlet, was
greater than that at z=0.6 m. Moreover, the velocity increased,
when the inlet velocity increased on both cyclone sections. The
high-velocity and low-velocity rotational areas can be seen near
the walls and at the centre of the cyclone, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the velocity vectors inside the cyclone at dif-
ferent inlet velocities. As seen, an intense rotational flow was
formed inside the cyclone. The velocity and rotational flow inside
the cyclone increased, when the inlet velocity increased. These
vectors clearly showed the air leaving from the upper outlet of the
cyclone.

Figure 6A-C shows the velocity contours at the middle plane
inside the cyclone at different velocities. The highest velocity was
observed at the cyclone inlet, conversely the velocity was lower at
the bottom of the cyclone. This result can be justified based on the

law of conservation of angular momentum, according to which the
centrifugal force is higher in the upper part of the cyclone leading
to a larger angular momentum and consequently a higher velocity.
The low- and high-velocity areas were, respectively, observed at
the centre and near the walls of the cyclone. 

Figure 6D-F shows the pressure contours in the cyclone middle
plate at different velocities. As seen, the pressure distribution
inside the cyclone was almost symmetric. The low- and high-pres-
sure areas were at the centre and near the walls of the cyclone,
respectively. This higher pressure was due to the rotational flow
and a centrifugal force towards the cyclone walls. The formation of
a low-pressure area and a relative vacuum at the top of the cyclone
expelled the particles from the cyclone.

                             Article

Table 3. The inlet concentration and injection flow rate of solid particles.

Air velocity (m/s)                       Particle type                             Inlet concentration (g/m3)                        Injection flow rate (kg/s)

1.5                                                                        Petal                                                                   30292.655                                                                        0.227195
                                                                           Anther                                                                  16653.771                                                                        0.124903
                                                                           Stigma                                                                   4564.587                                                                         0.034234
2.5                                                                        Petal                                                                   30292.655                                                                        0.378658
                                                                           Anther                                                                  16653.771                                                                        0.208172
                                                                           Stigma                                                                   4564.587                                                                         0.057057
3.5                                                                        Petal                                                                  30292.6545                                                                       0.530121
                                                                           Anther                                                                  16653.771                                                                        0.291441
                                                                           Stigma                                                                   4564.587                                                                         0.079880
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Table 4. Efficiency of stigma separation from petal in the cyclone under investigation at different inlet velocities.

Inlet velocity (m/s)                   Tracked                       Escaped                 Trapped                  Incomplete                          Efficiency (%)

1.5                                                                    200                                          34                                    2                                         164                                                        17
2.5                                                                    200                                         154                                   5                                          41                                                         77
3.5                                                                    200                                         178                                  10                                         12                                                         89

Figure 4. Mean velocity distribution at different inlet velocities: A) z=0.04 m, and B) z=0.6 m.
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Particle analysis
Figure 7A-C shows the distribution contours for petals,

anthers, and stigmas at different inlet velocities. As seen, the parti-
cles next to the wall had a lower velocity due to a non-slip condi-
tion on the wall, and the particles slightly away from the wall had
a higher velocity.

Based on Figures 6D-F and 7A-F, the velocity of all three par-
ticles inside the cyclone increased, when the inlet velocity
increased, therefore, the particles moved more towards the cyclone
walls and travelled a longer distance. The diameter of petals was
larger than that of stigmas and anthers. Therefore, they travelled a
longer path inside the cyclone and finally stopped at the cyclone
bottom, where the separation took place. Moreover, petals moved
further towards the cyclone walls than stigmas and anthers and this
could be attributed to the higher centrifugal force exerted on petals.
The diameter of stigmas was smaller than that of two other parti-
cles. As a result, they travelled a shorter distance to leave the
cyclone.

Table 4 shows the efficiency of stigma separation from petals
in the cyclone for the injected particles at different inlet velocities.
The highest separation efficiency was obtained at an inlet velocity
of 3.5 m/s. The improved efficiency of stigma separation from
petals, when the inlet velocity increased, could be related to an
increase in the particle rotation at the inlet. Based on experimental
data, the highest separation efficiency of 80% was obtained at a
humidity of 20% (base) and a velocity of 3.5 m/s. Therefore, the
numerical results were very close to the experimental data with an
approximate difference of 11.25%.

The main results are summarized below:
- The low- and high-velocity areas were, respectively, observed

at the centre and near the walls of the cyclone, resulting in an
increased centrifugal force acting on the larger petal particles
which, in turn, facilitated the cyclonic separation.

- The pressure distribution inside the cyclone was almost sym-
metric. The generation of the centrifugal force resulted in the
formation of high- and low-pressure areas respectively near the
walls and at the cyclone centre. The formation of a low-pres-
sure area and a relative vacuum at the top of the cyclone caused
the expulsion of the particles.

- The velocity of all three particles inside the cyclone increased,
when the inlet velocity increase, therefore, the particles moved
more towards the cyclone walls and travelled a longer dis-
tance. These results can be seen in Figure 7.

- The diameter of petals was larger than that of stigmas and
anthers, therefore, they travelled a longer distance inside the
cyclone towards the cyclone bottom, where the separation took
place. 

- The diameter of stigmas was smaller than that of two other par-
ticles. As a result, they travelled a shorter distance to leave the
cyclone.

- The rotational velocity inside the cyclone increased, when the
inlet velocity increase, thus increasing, in turn, the cyclonic
separation efficiency.

- The highest cyclonic separation efficiency of 89% was
observed at an inlet velocity of 3.5 m/s.

Conclusions
The flow of air and saffron flower particles was simulated

inside a cyclone using the CFD method. To this end, the Eulerian
approach and DPM were applied to the airflow and particles,

respectively. The RSM and three different particles, namely petals,
stigmas, and anthers, were used in the simulation. The flow in the
cyclone was simulated at three inlet air velocities of 1.5 m/s, 2.5
m/s, and 3.5 m/s. The reason for using air velocities of 1.5, 2.5, and
3.5 m/s was to calculate and measure the speed limit (terminal

                             Article

Figure 5. Mean velocity vectors (m/s) inside the cyclone at inlet
velocities of A) 1.5 m/s, B) 2.5 m/s, and C) 3.5 m/s.
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Figure 6. Velocity contours in the cyclone middle plate at different inlet velocities: A) 1.5 m/s, B) 2.5 m/s, and C) 3.5 m/s; pressure
contours in the cyclone middle plate at different inlet velocities: D) 1.5 m/s, E) 2.5 m/s, and F) 3.5 m/s.
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                             Article

Figure 7. Particle distribution contours for petals at different inlet velocities: A) 1.5 m/s, B) 2.5 m/s, and C) 3.5 m/s; particle distribu-
tion contours for anthers at different inlet velocities: D) 1.5 m/s, E) 2.5 m/s, and F) 3.5 m/s; particle distribution contours for stigmas
at different inlet velocities: G) 1.5 m/s, H) 2.5 m/s, and I) 3.5 m/s.
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velocity) of saffron flower components. 
The results showed that the CFD method is capable of predict-

ing the behaviour of saffron flower particles within the airflow in
a cyclone. Therefore, this method can be used to predict the effi-
ciency of stigma separation from petals using an airflow inside the
cyclone.

This is the first study on the use of a cyclone to separate the
saffron stigma from its petals, and its results can be used as an
innovation to reduce the time and increase the efficiency of saffron
separation. After simulating the cyclone, the prototype of the stig-
ma separator was designed, developed, and evaluated. The experi-
mental data from the device showed that the highest value was
very close to the best simulation result using the CFD method. The
best device performance was 89% at a velocity of 3.5 m/s.

Nomenclature
Cyclone diameter (m)                                                                 Dc
Cyclone efficiency                                                                        η
Dissipation rate of mixed flow (m2/s3)                                         ε
Drag coefficient                                                                         CD
Drag force for each particle’s mass (m/s2)                                  fD
Dynamic viscosity of gas (kg/m.s)                                               μ
Equivalent diameter of particles (m)                                        Deq
Gas density (kg/m3)                                                                      ρ
Gas-phase velocity fluctuations (m/s) in i direction                   uí
G-force in i direction                                                                   gi
Inlet cross-section (m2)                                                           Ainlet
Inlet velocity (m/s)                                                                 Vinlet
Input particle concentration i (gr/m3)                                    Cinlet,i
Instantaneous gas velocity (m/s) in i direction                           ui
Kinematic viscosity of mixed flow (m2/s)                                  μt
Kinematic viscosity (m2/s)                                                           υ
Kinetic energy of mixed flow (m2/s2)                                          k
Location (m)                                                                                 xi
Mass (kg)                                                                                     m
Mass discharge of particle injection (kg/s)                     min jection, i
Mean gas velocity (m/s) in i direction                                        u    i
Mean humidity (%)                                                                    Mc
Mean pressure (Pa)                                                                      P 
Number of injected particles at cyclone inlet                      ntracked
Particle diameter (m)                                                                   dp
Particle density (kg/m3)                                                               ρp
Particle velocity (m/s) in i direction                                          upi
Reynolds stress tensor (m2/s2)                                                    Rij
Reynolds number                                                                      Rep
Total number of particles leaving vortex finder                  nescaped
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